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'Thank YOtii fin' Working with Me't
EXperittient in 0Jc:operative Learning

Sally Ringdahl, Hiroe Kobayashi, Silverus Chan, Mena Facunla,
Evelyn Masco, Milagros Javier, and Elizabeth Moreno
Philippine Refugee Processing Center

Co-operative Learning is a teaching methodology based on the belief that learning increases as
students develop cooperative Ski HS. A rCtcent experiment with Cooperative Learning at the
Philippine Refugee Processing Center indicates that it can be used effectively with low-level
ESL learners to foster language learning_ aS well as positive social skills; This article
describes the principles behind C6Operative Leaning and how these principles have been put to
practice at the PRPC.

Recent surveys on the social skills of refugees in
the U.S. indicate that they rarely socialize or ask for
clarification of instructions and directions on the job
(Literacy 85 1983). Conclusions drawn front_ these
observations made at job sites may alsobe valid for
the more general social situations of Indochinese
refugees in the U.S., who often isolate themselves,
avoiding contact with their sponsors or neighbors.
To better prepare refugee students, classroom
practice should include greater emphasis on positive
social skills.

A recent experiment with Cooperative Learning
by a group of eight teachers at the PRPC was
aimed at integrating language and social skills.
Cooperative Learning, developed by Johnson
and Johnson (1975, 1981, 1982, 1985), is a teach=
ing methodology based on the tielief that learning
increases as students develop cooperative skills. It
makes use of small-group work, giving special
emphasis to the fostering of cooperation among
group members. It goes beyond typical small=group
techniques_by _providing specific strategies that
require cooTeration.

t4- Johnson and Johnson believe there are three basicc*-
incharacteristics of Cooperative Learning that will

result in students' increased learning, self-confi=
t dence, and positive social skills. These are: positive

g

interdependence, individual accountability, _and
social skills related to small-group interaction. ESL
teachers can easily adapt familiar activities to
incorporate these characteristics of Cooperative
Learning into their lessons.

Positive Interdependence

For positive interdependence to occur, students
must recognize tiv! benefits of participating in the
group activity. An easy way to achieve this is to
have members share tasks, assigning roles which
require the group to cooperate in producing a single
product. Each task requires input from all members
and compels individuals to seek help from others.

Working together on a reading task is one way to
foster positive interdependence. One student, the
"reader," who has the only copy of the text, reads
the story aloud twice, then reads the questions
provided. Another member, the "recorder," writes
down three answers agreed upon by the group.
Later the "reporter" presents to the class the answer
the group judges to lv the 15est. Each student makes
a specific contribution essential for the completion
of the task. Their reliance on each other contributes
to their understanding of the lesson.



Individual Accountability

Cooperative Learning requires that teachers con-
tinually monitor students'_progress to ensure their
involvement and achievement._

Structuring positive interdependence into activities
promotes involvement of all students. However, to
verify the degree of individual comprehension the
teacher may monitor progress by occasionally
asking individuals to verify group answers. When a
student is unable to answer, the teacher may redirect
the question to other_group members, rather than
provide the answer. This encourages group mem-
bers to assist slower peers. In a multi-level class,
the teacher can monitor the progress of all students
by selecting questions at varying levels of difficulty.
In addition, individual tests may be administered to
measure progress.

Use and Development of Social Skills

All individuals are members of groups, such as
families, dormitories, or teaching teams. The
successful functioning of these groups requires
that individuals develop and use social skills.
The skill may be basic, such as thanking group
members, or complex, such as expressing dis-
agreement and persuading others to change their
opinions.

Cooperative Learning provides an excellent context
for social language. ESL teachers can design class-
room activities to allow practice of socially appro-
priate language for greeting, thanking, clarifying, or
encouraging.

Suppose, for example, that along with learning a
certain academic topic, the teacher wants the stu-
dents to apply the social skill of encouraging reticent
group members to participate. The teacher first
introduces the topic, then reviews phrases students
can use to help each other take part in an activity.
Thereafter, group activities provide the opportunity
both to practice the social skill and to carry out a
specific academic task.

Students need to evaluate the degree to which they
encouraged the participation of all group members.
To facilitate this evaluation, either the teacher or
designated students may act as observers who take
notes on students' use of this social skill during
group activities. Time must be scheduled within
academic lesson, for discussing how well the accom-
panying social skill was applied.

Initially, the practice of these skills may seem
contrived Or artificial, but gradually they will
become routine.
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Sample Lesson

This lesson, incorporating Cooperative LearnIng
strategies, is_based on Unit 4 in The New Arrival,
Book Two. To set the context for the lesson, the
teacher displays an enlarged version of the picture of
a supermarket from page 14, and encourages
discussion about it. The teacher then reads the story
to the students.
Social skill: The social skill to be emphasized is

maximizing group participation by having students
request information and thank individuals. Strat-
egies for requesting information are introduced to
the class. Students are taught the way an American
would look directly at someone and say his or her
name with rising intonation, making the request
indirectly. They also learn common expressions,
such as, "What do you think?" or " Do youagree?"
and "Is this right?" Phrases for thanking individuals
are taught, e.g., "Thank you" and "That's a good
idea."

Grouping: From the twelve students in the class,
the teacher selects, as leaders, the four most
proficient Other students join the group of their
choice to form groups of three. Each group appoints
its own writer and reporter.
AcadeMic task: Students read the story from page

15 of The New Arrival. Each_group receives one
copy of the story, and the leader directs the reading.
Students underline unfamiliar words while they are
reading the story, and the writer copies the new
words on a large piece of manila_paper. Students
refer to bilingual dictionaries and _phrasebooks for
translation of the words. Dufing the discussions, the
teacher monitors the group leaders to see that they
are carrying out their roles of encouraging participa-
tion and thanking others. (Frequently, the leader
succumbs to the temptation to perform all roles) If
asked for assistance in defining words, the teacher
redirects the questions to group meinbers. When the
bilingual list is completed, students indicate that they
have helped to compile the lists by signing their
names. The leader is responsible for ensuring that
each individual signs the list. The reporters from the
four groups come to the front of the class and post
the word list from their group. Each reporter reads
the words in English and offers translations of the
words.

Individual accountability: The teacher administers
an oral test to determine the individual's success in
performing assigned roles. At the end of the lesson,
the teacher reviews the phrases used when thanking
people and requires students to thank each other.
One teacher reported,"After group work, I told_my
students to say 'thank you' to their partners. They
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giggled, feeling awkward toward each other. I felt
embarrassed. But they did it."

Using Cooperative Learning at the
PRPC

ESL teachers in our program meet with one
supervisor and one trainer for biweekly training
sessions for a _period of three months. For our
group, each of the six training sessions featured one
element of Cooperative Learning: I) Introduction to
Cooperative Learning, 2)_positive interdependence,
3) individual accountability, 4) the task and coopera-
tive goal structure, 5) processinwoup cooperative
sidlls, and 6) review. The targeted social skill was
defined, and a lesson was_ presented which
incorporated the designated aspect of Cooperative
Learning. This was followed by a discussion of the
application of the techniques to ESL B-level classes.
The ESL supervisor maintained close contact with

each of the teachers using Cooperative Learning.
Teachers were observed on a regular basis, and
supervisors discussed their strengths and offered
suggestions for further improvement. Students'
behavior and the teacher's role were discussed in
one-to-one conferences. In weekly team meetings,
the supervisor and teachers made lesson plans
applying Cooperative Learning strategies to the
teaching of competenthes or the development of
reading and writing skills. _

Teachers' initial reactions to Cooperative Learning
indicated anxieties and doubts which were reflected
in their questions: "How can cooperative learning
possibly work with a class whose scores on
placement tests ranged from_zero to four or with
students who respond to 'How_ old are you?' by
simply repeating the question?"_'How will I know if
what I am doing is Cooperative Learning?"

At first, students were also confused._ After one
lesson, an instructor reported, "I moved around to
see how each group was doing. One group did not
know what to do with the task; another group was
doing it completely wrong; and members in the
other group refused to work together." _

As teachers' facility with Cooperative Learning
increased, they were able to see positive changes in
student behavior, classroom climate, and English
language proficiency, as these two reports illustrate.

"The increased confidence of my students became evident.
One student began the cycle with very little self-confidence
and kept telling me how bad his English was. I gave him
the role of leader and reporter. As he gained confidence in

speaking English; his potential as a leader surfaced. I alSo
saw shy students come out of their shells."

"A kind of support network is established sd that each One
feels responsible for the success and failure of every group
member. To cite an example; Ta; the slowest suident in the
group successfully uttered a correct structure; Automatic-7
ally, the .vhole group clapped their hands and Ta blushed
With a sense of pride. Ly, the leader of the group, felt a
certain amount of responsibility and was willing to tutor Ta
on Sundays."

Changes in Teachers' Role

Cooperative Learning requires teachers to develop
a new role as facilitators who monitor student activ-
ities. Some teachers find it_difficult to assume this
new role, because it is so different from convention-
al teaching, in which teachers are usually the central
figures. Initially, this transition may make teachers
anxious and cause some resistance to Cooperative
Learning. Gradually, the teachers become comfort-
able with their new role. "My role as a teacher
changed," one teacher observed. "I never felt I was
giving my 'master' image, but I was no longer
lecturing, no longer the boss. I was a facilitator who
directs, observes, monitors, and encourages much
like the conductor of a symphony."

Changes in Students' Role

Refugee students who are accustomed to a passive
role in classrooms find it difficult at first when an
active role is demancLd of them. As teachers adjust
to their new role, students also begin to accommo-
date. "Students tended to be more sensitive to the
needs of their classmates," one teacher noted. "The
strong students enhanced the spirit of sharing by
extending their thoughts or knowledge to slower
students. The slower students didn't feel that they
were left behind, for they were always made to feel
that they were an important part of the group."

Cooperative Learning maximizes student participa-
tion in the learning process. In carrying out group
tasks, students inquire, clarify, negotiate, disagree,
and summarize. They participate at their level of
language proficiency; the slower students take an
opportunity to contribute, while faster ones are
willing to share their ideas. One teacher commented
that her students demonstrated a level of knowlexIge
and language that exceeded her expectations."The
on-task behavior of students was amazing," she
said. Another teacher observed that her students
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preferred to continue working, rather than take their
scheduled breaks.

In Cooperative Learning, student participation
results in greater internalizing of the material being
taught. Students who had participated in C6oper-
ative Learning expressed their preference for the
model. To quote some: "We read, understand,
speak, and write." "We can ask our classmates and
the teacher." "I understand more, because I do it."
"I cart_ use and say something_ I knew hefore." "I
learn from my classmates, and I can help another
student."

Conclusion

Cooperative Learning requires teachers to make a
commitment to the belief that each student can learn
by interacting with_peers. Cooperative Learning
does not happen overnight. It takes a lot of patience
and determination. Teachers need to master the
skills of developing activities, grouping, monitor-
ing, and processingJohnson and Johnson (1975)
say that it may take two years to perfect such skills.

But once Cooperative Learning takes place, peda=
gogical benefits for teachers and students are
enormous. Student participation and confidence
increase, and positive social behavior develops.
Teachers see_ students working together, taking re-
sponsibility for their own learning and that of their
peers. The teachers fit into the new role of facil-
itator, disappearing from the center stage; the
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students come forward, taking more active roles.
Yet, both share laughter and applause at the end of
class. This fulfillment has motivated the teachers in
this experimental group to continue using Cooper-
ative Learning.

"I like what Cooperative Learning did to my stu-
dents and me," one teacher said. "I'd like to
experience again the fulfillment of being a teacher,
without being a TEACHER."
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